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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5496-Shorru kept his gaze on James. 
“What are your plans after this?” 

James lightly tapped his finger on the table. “I plan to combine all of the 
existing planes with the Central Plane to form a new, powerful plane. All of us 
will fight back against the Primevals from the Dark World.” 

“If the Primevals are willing to cooperate, then all of us can coexist peacefully. 

However, if they insist on getting rid of me for good, I have no choice but to 
eliminate those people permanently.” 

Initially, James planned to train and form a strong, undefeatable force on one 
of the planes to fight back against his old enemies. 

However, James no longer felt threatened by those enemies. Instead, James 
had come up with a bolder plan. He wanted to combine all the planes and 
form a world much greater than the Central Plane in size. 

Shorru was momentarily stunned. 

Then, he gave James a thumbs-up. “I think you are the only person who has 
the ability to do that since you have mastered every Genesis Path of the 
various planes. However h small frown creased Shorru’s forehead. 

“Even though the Primevals have no interest in staying on our planes, they 
have nonetheless benefited a lot from the abundant training resources they 
can get from here. The Primevals won’t just stand by and watch you combine 
all the planes.” 

“I have a plan,” James replied. 

James’ gaze drifted across Cairo’s face and landed on Jada afterward. He 
asked, “When the Glacies’ lord traveled to the Medicuse Race’s territory 
previously, was it you who told him that the only way to heal Qairo was by 
using the Elemental Curse?” 

Jada nodded. “The Heavenly Secrets Pavilion shared the same opinion as 
well. 



After the Glacies’ lord visited our territory, he also came to the Heavenly 
Secrets Pavilion to inquire for more information.” 

James declared, “I have learned all the inscriptions belonging to the Elemental 
Primevals and mastered the Elemental Curse. What should I do now?” The 
Elemental Curse was a secret art with deadly powers. Although James had 
mastered the curse, he had no idea how to use it for healing purposes. 

“You’ve mastered the curse?!” 

Qiyana, Jada, and Shorru stared at James in astonishment. 

“Mhm.” James gave a slight nod. 

He raised his hand and conjured the inscriptions originating from the five 
Elemental Primevals. The Elemental Curse slowly formed from those 
inscriptions. As five mysterious energies circulated above his palm, a potent 
aura radiated from that ball of energies. 

Everyone was amazed by the sight before their eyes. 

“I want that, Dragon General!” Quattro’s eyes twinkled with excitement. “I want 
the primitive inscriptions from the Elemental Primevals!” “Even if I give them to 
you, you may not be able to decipher and understand these inscriptions. Even 
if you do, it is almost impossible for you to master these elemental powers,” 
James said flatly. 

“Don’t worry. Just give me the inscriptions, and I’ll figure out the rest.” Quattro 
was grinning from ear to ear. 

“Alright.” 

James made a copy of the primitive inscriptions in his hand and passed it to 
Quattro. 

“I am going to conduct a closed-door meditation right away!” Quattro skipped 
away gleefully after obtaining the inscriptions. 

Jada drew a long breath. “Even though we have the Elemental Curse ready, 
we still need to prepare quite a number of things before we begin Qairo’s 
treatment. 



I need to head back to the Medicuse Race’s territory and prepare the 
necessary Empyrean herbs.” 

While Jada went back home briefly to collect the items, James and the others 
waited patiently at the Heavenly Secrets Pavilion’s headquarters. 

Soon enough, all of them gathered at the peak of one of the Heavenly Secrets 
Pavilion’s spiritual mountains. 

A sturdy formation to keep everyone’s auras inside was cast around the area. 

The formation was also imbued with healing properties. 

Jada had produced the formation by incorporating numerous Empyrean herbs 
into it with her skills and powers. Those herbs were all extremely valuable. 

“We need the Ulus too,” Jada said. 

James produced the Ulus with a simple command. Then, the Ulus floated 
toward Qairo, who was sitting in the middle of the formation, and levitated 
above his head. 

Jada explained, “Qairo’s soul was damaged during a failed attempt to 
advance into the Transcendental Bliss Rank. 

He’ll return to normal if we heal his damaged soul. 

“While there are five important elements in nature, we have five major organs 
in our bodies. 

“Each of the five major organs correlates with one of the five elements. We 
can heal Qairo by using the powers of the Elemental Curse to activate and 
create a connection between his five major organs. The connection will slowly 
heal Qairo’s incomplete soul…” 
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detail. 

‘You just need to channel the powers of the Elemental Curse into Qairo’s five 
major organs. By controlling the powers at an optimum level, you should be 
able to activate and revive those organs.” 

“Alright.” 



James nodded. “Just tell me when you want to start.” 

Then, he sat down on the ground facing Qairo. 

Jada continued with her final preparations. Meanwhile, a small group of 
people were watching from outside the formation. 

Qiyana, Shorru, and some elders of the Heavenly Secrets Pavilion were 
waiting outside. The elders were all competent cultivators who had achieved 
at least the Holy Celestial Rank. 

“Will this work?” 

“I think so.” 

“Rumor has it that all beings are not allowed to advance into the 
Transcendental Bliss Rank due to the restrictions of heaven and earth. That 
man is not the first person to have experienced a mishap while trying to reach 
the rank.” 

“There are also rumors stating that cultivators must first pass through the 
Halcyon Sea to be able to advance into the Transcendental Bliss Rank 
safely.” 

“It is against the laws of heaven and earth to heal someone like Qairo. If they 
succeed in healing him, they would incur a great amount of karma.” 

“Let’s observe how it’ll go.” 

The elders discussed quietly among themselves. 

While James and Qairo sat in the middle of the formation, Jada levitated in 
mid�air to support the healing formation. 

“There are five important elements existing in the heaven and earth around 
us, whereas we have five major organs in our bodies.” 

Jada’s voice resounded through the grounds. 

‘While our souls exist independently, they are nonetheless deeply connected 
to our bodies. The power of our souls originates from our physical body. At the 
same time, the condition of our body is directly affected by the five major 
organs in the body. 



“The energy generated by creating a connection between the five major 
organs will stimulate the entire body and help promote the birth of a new soul.” 

She paused and announced, ‘You can start now.” 

James lifted his hand and produced the powers of the Elemental Curse. Then, 
he directed the powers toward Qairo and into the five major organs of his 
body. 

The formation was activated simultaneously. 

The powers of the formation dissolved all the Empyrean herbs and created a 
tremendous amount of life force. Gradually, the life force flowed into Qairo’s 
body. 

Upon being activated, each of the five major organs radiated immense 
energy. A connection started forming between all five organs as the energies 
circulated among those organs and slowly spread to all parts of Qairo’s body. 

Those energies and the life force coming into Qairo’s body were swiftly 
healing his damaged soul. Qairo was shuddering a little as the process went 
on. 

Boom! 

At that very moment, a bolt of black lightning came down from the sky and 
struck the formation, shattering it almost instantaneously. 

Jada received an immediate blow as she was controlling the formation. She 
fell heavily to the ground and coughed up a mouthful of blood. 

Fortunately, all of the life force generated from the formation had been 
absorbed into Qairo’s body. 

Thick, black clouds had gathered in the sky above their heads. Following that, 
multiple black lightning bolts rained down on Qairo, one after the other. 

‘What… What is this?!” 

The Heavenly Secrets Pavilion’s elders were shocked to see what was 
happening before their eyes. 



Since he was sitting just a few steps away from Qairo, James could feel the 
vicious, overwhelming powers of the dark Heavenly Tribulation aiming for 
Qairo. 

Just then, James sensed the unusual powers of karma coming onto him. 

Even though James’ body was extraordinarily resilient, the powers of karma 
had slowly made cracks in his body. 

James was even pressed against the ground due to the immense pressure. 

“James, you can’t stop! We’ll fail if you stop now!” Jada yelled in his direction. 
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the treatment. 

Jada had completed her part in their mission to heal Qairo. It was up to James 
now to see to the end of the treatment. If James failed to hang on, all their 
efforts and preparation would be for naught. 

The Heavenly Tribulation had caused those dark clouds to gather above Qairo 
and James. Qairo was being struck by countless lightning bolts even at that 
moment. 

James noticed an immense power was generated from Qairo’s body to protect 
itself from the lightning. It was the most potent power James had ever 
witnessed thus far. 

Even Gustav’s powers that James had observed in the Prison World were 
rather inferior compared to what he was seeing from Qairo. 

Still, the lightning attacks from the Heavenly Tribulation were leaving severe 
wounds and injuries all over Qairo’s body. 

Fortunately, the Ulus levitating above Qairo’s head was constantly generating 
a flow of life force to heal his body. 

On the other hand, James had incurred dangerous amounts of Karma Power 
as he was trying to heal Qairo. Long, hideous cracks were forming at different 
parts of his skin. 

Eventually, the Heavenly Tribulation started attacking James as well. 



Since James was somewhat helping in the process of Qairo going through his 
Heavenly Tribulation, he would also become a target. 

Luckily, the potency of the Heavenly Tribulation’s attacks was adjusted to 
match James’ cultivation rank, which was at the middle stage of the Great 
Celestial Rank. 

The lightning attacks also did not cause much injury to James’ body. Instead, 
James was facing actual threats from the effects of the Karma Power, which 
James had grown very familiar with at this point. 

James quickly initiated the Life Path to heal his injuries, but he soon realized 
that was not enough. He had no choice but to borrow the powers of the Ulus 
to treat his wounds. 

Otherwise, he would not be able to last until the end of the treatment. 

James continued to channel the powers of the Elemental Curse into Qairo’s 
body to heal his soul. 

A brief moment later, Qairo’s eyes flew open. A bright, distinctive light flashed 
across his eyes. 

Then, Qairo swiftly suppressed his cultivation rank and reduced the amount of 
power he was releasing. 

In a matter of seconds, the black tribulation clouds began to disperse and 
disappear from sight. 

As he was finally allowed a break, James fell onto the ground and slipped into 
unconsciousness. 

At the same time, the Ulus had returned to James’ body. 

However, the powers of karma remained, and they were still affecting James. 

Qairo teleported next to James’ side. 

After he had achieved full recovery and regained his powers, it triggered the 
onset of a Heavenly Tribulation. Qairo only managed to stop the tribulation 
from continuing by suppressing his powers and cultivation. 



Qairo furrowed his brows as he observed the Karma Power surrounding 
James’ body. He stretched his hand in an attempt to nullify the Karma Power. 

Yet, Qairo was instantly forced back by the vicious powers of karma. He even 
coughed up some blood. 

The others had come closer to the pair. 

“James…” Jada went up to James to check his condition. However, she was 
forced backward just like Qairo did due to the Karma Power. 

She incurred some of the Karma Power as she had gotten too close to James. 

Jada quickly sat down and focused on generating her powers to nullify the 
Karma Power. 

After watching what happened to those two, Qiyana and the others dared not 
move closer to James. 

Qiyana asked anxiously, “Qairo, will James be alright?” Qairo had a grim 
expression on his face. “He’s incurred a terrible amount of Karma Power while 
helping me. Anyone who tries to approach him now will be affected by the 
Karma Power too. Even I can’t get close to him. He has to make it through this 
on his own.” 

Qairo retained his memories even after his soul was fully healed. Therefore, 
he remembered what Qiyana and James had been doing all this time. 

Qairo was aware of how James had worked relentlessly on gathering all the 
Elemental Primevals’ primitive inscriptions and mastering the Elemental Curse 
to save him. 

A deep frown drew his brows together. “A normal cultivator would have been 
completely annihilated by this level of Karma Power. Yet, he is still 
miraculously alive.” 
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effects of the Karma Power on his own. 

A dark aura hovered above James’ motionless form, and it attacked his body 
continuously. 



On the other hand, the Ulus held inside James’ body was activated, and its 
powers were released to heal the injuries. 

The others could see that James had sustained multiple serious injuries. Yet, 
he was curiously still alive. 

Time passed by mercilessly as the others waited for James to regain 
consciousness. 

After a very long time, James finally woke up. He slowly sat up and began to 
work on neutralizing the Karma Power. 

James absorbed and cultivated the Karma Power to convert it into his own 
powers. 

“Huh?!” “He can absorb and utilize the Karma Power? That’s incredible!” 

‘That’s so amazing.” 

The elders were in awe as they watched what James was doing. 

While he was absorbing the Karma Power, James’ cultivation rank was 
drastically improved. In a flash, James had achieved the late stage of 
Consummation Great Celestial Rank. 

Upon reaching that level, James was no longer able to increase his cultivation 
rank or powers. 

However, there were still harmful residuals of the Karma Power surrounding 
James. 

James had no option but to compress those Karma Powers, seal them with 
the formation he had created, and store them in his body. 

Even after placing a seal over it, the Karma Power was so overpowering that it 
would leak from James’ body in minute amounts. Yet, those amounts were 
enough to intimidate anyone who got too close to James. 

Fortunately, James’ body was strong enough to withstand the effects of the 
compressed Karma Power. 



James stood up and did some light stretching. “I got lucky again this time. I 
managed to enter the late stage of Consummation Great Celestial Rank. I’ll be 
able to achieve the Martial Celestial Rank soon.” 

“James, are you alright?” 

James turned his gaze in the direction of the voice. Then, he walked over to 
Qiyana with a grin on his face. “I’m fine, of course.” 

Even a Quasi Holy Celestial Rank cultivator like Qiyana felt threatened by the 
aura of the Karma Power coming off James. She took a few steps away from 
him. 

James’ gaze fell on Qairo. “Have you recovered fully?” Qairo nodded. “Mhm. 
I’m fully healed.” 

James broadened his smile. ‘That’s excellent news. Our efforts did not go to 
waste.” 

“Are you sure you’re alright?” Jada remained at a safe distance from James. 

“It’s not a big issue.” James got into a seated position again. “I couldn’t seal 
the Karma Power completely earlier, but I should be able to do it with a few 
more tricks.” 

James focused all of his attention on sealing the Karma Power securely. A 
few moments later, James succeeded in sealing the Karma Power perfectly. 

‘This is a deadly weapon.” 

As James examined the sealed Karma Power, he muttered in a low voice, 
“Even Quasi Transcendental Bliss Rank cultivators would be injured if I 
unleashed this power onto them.” 

James got to his feet. He did not try to hide the murderous intent in his eyes. 

“It’s time I exact my revenge.” 
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Secrets Pavilion were staring at James as if they had seen a strange beast. 

Shorru began, ‘You managed to absorb and seal the Karma Power in your 
body. 



It still feels so unreal even though I’ve witnessed you doing it.” 

James smiled faintly upon hearing his words. 

Qiyana asked, “What are you planning to do next?” James’ expression 
hardened. He said in a steely voice, “I will take revenge on my old enemies. 
Then, I’ll dismantle some of the major evil forces in the Central Plane. Finally, 
I’ll combine the Central Plane and all the other planes to form a super-sized 
plane.” 

James had a simple goal. He wanted to create a plane strong enough to stand 
up against any or all the Primevals from the Dark World. 

‘That won’t be an easy task,” Shorru replied, ‘The Heavenly Secrets Pavilion 
will not get involved in your plans, then. After all, we’ve always maintained a 
neutral stance. Also, we have set up branches at almost all the bases of the 
different races or groups. We would face difficulties in gathering information if 
we were to join your cause.” 

“Mhm.” James nodded. 

He understood Shorru’s stance completely. Besides, he needed the Heavenly 
Secrets Pavilion to remain neutral as James planned to rely on them for more 
information in the future. 

“Has Quattro completed his meditation?” James asked. 

“Not yet,” Qiyana responded. 

‘Then, we’ll stay here and wait for him.” 

James and the others waited patiently at the Heavenly Secrets Pavilion’s 
headquarters for the next couple of weeks. 

Eventually, Quattro finished his training. 

As soon as Quattro removed his formation, James materialized in the distance 
and asked smilingly, “How did it go? Did you manage to understand the 
Elemental Primevals’ primitive inscriptions?” 

Quattro smirked. “It was a piece of cake for me, of course! I have mastered 
the Elemental Curse and improved my powers by folds now.” 



James gave him a thumbs-up. ‘That’s impressive. I’m about to execute some 
very exciting plans. Will you join me?” 

“Sure! Count me in!” Quattro skipped toward him excitedly.” Are you going to 
combine the Central Plane with the other planes now?” 

“Mhm.” James gave a slight nod. 

Quattro demanded, “Once you succeed, I want to be the second in command 
of that plane!” 

“Sure!” James agreed almost instantly. 

A small crowd had gathered at the Heavenly Secrets Pavilion’s main hall. 

James looked at Shorru. “We’ll leave now.” 

“Mhm.” 

Shorru continued, “I’ll send our members to inform you if we notice the Dark 
World’s Primevals making any movement. Also, I must alert you that the 
Primevals have planted their men in some of the major groups at the Central 
Plane. They are all keeping an eye out for your movements.” 

Most of those from the Dark World were aware that James was back. 

A majority of them had learned of James’ true identity and how he had made 
many enemies in the past. They were all waiting for James to make his move. 

By watching from the sidelines, they would be able to find out all of James’ 
trump cards. They would also be able to confirm whether there were more 
superior cultivators hiding in the shadows. 

James brought quite a number of competent cultivators along as he left the 
Heavenly Secrets Pavilion’s headquarters. 

Once he was outside, James started spreading the word that he would soon 
travel to the Supremusseum to meet Quirijn. 

Also, James vowed to exterminate all those who turned against the 
Supremusseum. He wanted to avenge himself on those who betrayed him in 
his previous life. 



His message spread throughout the Central Plane and the other domains in 
an instant. 

 


